A COMPANY STEEPED
IN MORE THAN
60 YEARS OF
PACKAGING INNOVATION,
EXPERIENCE AND
CONSISTENT GROWTH

Food and Beverage Packaging

Healthcare Packaging

Personal Care Packaging

Household and Industrial Packaging

www.nevilleandmore.com

The Neville and More difference
About us

The key market sectors we
serve are Healthcare, Personal
Care and Cosmetics, Food and
Beverage and Household
and Industrial.
Our clients include global and
local branded consumer packaged
goods companies, pharmaceutical
laboratories, retailers, contract
manufacturers, hospitals and
well-funded entrepreneurial
start-up companies.
Our products include an extensive
range of plastic bottles, glass bottles,
aluminium bottles, airless bottles,
plastic jars, glass jars and
aluminium jars.
We also supply a large range of
compatible closure systems including
plastic, tinplate and aluminium caps
and jar lids, dispensing closures,
child resistant caps, tamper evident
caps, flip top caps, disc top caps,
finger sprayers, trigger sprayers,
lotion dispensers, treatment pumps,
foamers, dropper caps, pipettes and
rubber stoppers.
An enormous number of our
products are available direct from
stock with short lead-times.
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We believe that our success is based on the
simple objective of providing high quality,
appealing, innovative products direct from stock,
backed up by an enthusiasm and determination
to provide exceptional customer service.

3	An ability to really listen and comprehend YOUR
requirements.

3	Combine this understanding with our extensive knowledge
of, and relationships with, top manufacturers and sourcing
partners around the world.

3	Use this combination of understanding, knowledge and

experience to offer YOU creative, reliable and cost effective
products and solutions that are tailored to YOUR needs.

3	A large stockholding of innovative, appealing, high quality
packaging which means reduced lead-times. We stock so
YOU don’t have to.

3	Purpose built Exhibition and Sampling Centre that YOU
can visit to accelerate and simplify YOUR packaging
development process.

3	Comprehensive supplier approval process including
supplier audits, risk assessment, supplier evaluation
and validation.

3	Supply Chain Management, including Production Scheduling
and Dual Sourcing to enable just in time delivery and
contingency arrangements to facilitate continuity of supply
which means less risk for YOU.

3	In-House Laboratory Testing Facility including accelerated
product shelf life analysis and vacuum leak testing of
container/closure compatibility, to reduce YOUR risk.

3	An in depth knowledge and understanding of key

manufacturing processes such as Injection Moulding,
Extrusion Blow Moulding, Single and
Two Stage Injection Stretch Blow Moulding
and Glass Manufacturing.

Case studies in a nutshell
Completed a project with a global consumer products
company in the cleaning and lubrication sector.
Launched a brand extension in new colour matched
plastic HDPE bottle with compatible dispensing
closure. Dual sourced the dispensing closure in Asia
and the United States to provide combination of cost
vs contingency and continuity of supply.
Annual quantity ONE MILLION UNITS.
Worked with a major UK confectionery producer
to launch a brand new BRC approved plastic jar
concept in confectionery packaging. Fine-tuned
production planning and supply chain of PET jar
and closure.
Market volume SEVERAL MILLION UNITS
Worked with major UK healthcare brand owner to
re-source spray dispenser to overcome quality
problems with incumbent supplier. Validated
product in Neville and More Testing Laboratory.
Market volume SEVERAL MILLION UNITS.

Sourced cost effective dispensing closure for UK
retailer spice brand.
Annual quantity FIVE MILLION UNITS.
Provided reliable and cost effective alternative
manufacturing source for UK retailer concerned
about consolidation in the supply base for plastic
bottles and jars.
Launched Tea brand in innovative new plastic jar
following successful completion of compatibility
testing with closure liner in Neville and More
Testing Laboratory.
Managed and completed plastic bottle material
conversion for major healthcare brand owner. Created
duplicate plastic bottle tooling in two different
manufacturing facilities to provide dual sourcing and
contingency planning.
Annual quantity SEVERAL MILLION UNITS.

Created, launched and stocked a new range of
16 standard plastic foamer bottles in PET and
HDPE with matching foamer heads to support our
clients increasing demand for foaming products.

Invested in new capping and shrink wrapping
facility to secure contract with major UK health
and beauty retailer.
Annual quantity SEVERAL MILLION UNITS

Designed, launched and stocked a new range of
nine different glass bottles and jars for cosmetic and
beauty lotions, creams and fragrances. Range
used by major UK fragrance retailer to rapidly launch
new brand.
Developed unique shape plastic PET bottle and
dispensing closure for range of marinades and
dressings for major UK supermarket.
Annual quantity over 500,000 UNITS.

Sourced unique shape multi-layer bottle to launch
sauce brand for European supermarket chain.
Created flexible cost-effective UK-based
manufacturing facility to produce large plastic
supplement jar for UK healthcare company.
Managed the re-supply and stockholding facility of
plastic bottles to support the relocation of production
of healthcare brand from USA to UK.
Annual quantity THREE MILLION UNITS.
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Neville and More opens brand new
distribution centre, exhibition and
sampling centre, and testing laboratory

Exhibition and Sampling Centre
Visit our unique display of innovative
bottles, jars, closures, dispensers
and sprayers.

This new facility includes a purpose built
distribution centre, assembly and dispenser
dip tube cutting suite, product exhibition/
sampling centre and testing laboratory.
The development incorporates state-of-the-art
photovoltaic solar panels to generate its own efficient
source of renewable energy which satisfies all operating
power requirements within the building.
The new distribution centre provides capacity for
several thousand fully racked pallet spaces which
enables safe, clean storage, traceability, safety stock and
just-in-time delivery.

Testing Laboratory

Our in-house laboratory can carry out tests
such as accelerated shelf life compatibility
and vacuum leak testing.

This investment enables Neville and More
to offer even more innovative, appealing,
high quality bottles, jars, closures,
dispensers and sprayers direct from stock
with flexible minimum order quantities.
The facility is connected to Neville and More’s
existing warehousing and distribution centre by a fire
proof tunnel which provides two interconnected, but
separate, operating units. This facilitates continuity of
supply and built in contingency arrangements in the
event of an unexpected incident in one of the facilities.
It also satisfies a key disaster recovery requirement not
only for Neville and More but for all industries supplied.

Neville and More, Unit 15, Oakhurst Business Park,
Southwater, West Sussex RH13 9RT, England.
Tel: +44(0)1403 732290 Fax: +44(0)1403 733507
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